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Abstract 

Cartography is an inherently iterative field in which the works of the past often influence 

the works of the present. This study investigates the ways in which Cladius Ptolemy’s maps 

influenced European map making upon their reemergence in the 14th and 15th centuries. By 

analyzing collected maps based on Peirce’s semiotic frameworks and existing carto-semiotic 

literature we tracked and compared the use of signs in Ptolemaic maps and non-Ptolemaic 

mappamundi from the same time period. Our analysis shows the progression of symbolization 

and illustration in early Medieval Ptolemaics and begins to touch on the possible influences of 

Ptolemy in other types of maps at this time as this type of map grew to be more stylized. We 

conclude that Ptolemaics of the surveyed period showed a tendency towards mapping the secular 

geography of humanity rather than the common religious or cultural narratives of the period. 
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Introduction 

The act of map-making is a series of choices surrounding which visual elements the 

cartographer chooses to include to best inform the map-reader on the geographic phenomena 

being presented. As the purpose of these elements are to inform a reader, they must be culturally 

significant to the intended audience; the intended audience must be able to interpret meaning 

from the included visual variables. Semiotics is the science of signs and symbols as tools for 

communication, and has been an avenue of study for cartographers wishing to understand the 

function and meaning associated with map symbols. Foundational to this field is the work of 

Charles Sanders Peirce, who splits signs into three categories: icons (sign that looks like the 

object represented,) indices (sign that shows connection through a physical connection,) and 

symbols (sign that has no likeness similarity to the object represented.) Of specific interest to this 

project are symbols, as they rely heavily on cultural context for interpretation. While the science 

and study of symbols in cartography has emerged in the past two centuries, the use of symbols in 

mapmaking has always been present, and thus ancient maps can be interpreted through a 

semiotic lens.  

Cartography is an ancient practice with origins in human prehistory. However, the 

scientific study and production of maps in the Western (broadly, European, Near/Middle Eastern, 

and American) tradition has origins in Greek and Roman geographers. Beginning in the 5th and 

4th centuries BCE, Greek geographers theorized about the geography of the known world and 

began to map it, largely based on theory. As ancient scholarship progressed during the Greek, 

Hellenistic, and Roman periods, geographers became more interested in scientific precision in 

map projections and measurements. The culmination of this endeavor, as recognized by ancient 
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scholars and later Arab and Medieval ones, was Geographia by Claudius Ptolemy, a Roman-era 

geographer from Alexandria, Egypt who lived from 100 to 170 CE. In this work he produces the 

most accurate and scientifically sound map projection of the era, as well as lists coordinates and 

descriptions of places. As a result, his work inspired subsequent generations of geographers, 

especially when looking at mapping the world with accuracy and precision. While the original 

symbols used by Ptolemy are unknown due to a lack of original copies, it may be possible to 

understand the visual variables by comparing similarities between copies. We also can gain 

semiotic insight into copied maps by what the authors chose to include or exclude from their 

copy. As the Ptolemy map is a world map, we seek to gain insight into how Ptolemy and later 

copiers create and reflect a sense of place in the world. We are interested both in how symbols 

create place and in understanding specific senses of place as understood by the map-readers of 

the map context. 

We seek to investigate how  medieval interpretations of Alexandrian geographer 

Claudius Ptolemy’s (100-170 CE) Geography used different suites of signs to create a sense of 

place. First, we seek to understand how different cartographic signs create and reflect 

understanding of place in these maps. Then, we seek to track how different versions of the maps 

from his Geography exhibited different signs over time and compared to contemporary maps. 

Through this, we hope to understand how the understanding of place evident in Ptolemaic maps 

differed from contemporary maps and changed over time. 

Geographic and Historical Setting 

The fundamental geographic setting of this study is the planet, Earth. While Ptolemy and 

most of the cartographers who copied his work did not know the topology of the entire world, the 

Geographia and Ptolemy’s maps were attempts at representing the entire planet as it was known. 
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An important cultural context for the pursuit of this planetary map is that most of the geographic 

theory and mathematics come from the ancient Greeks. Despite the proximity of the Greeks to 

Near Eastern cultures which have known works of cartography, it is unknown the influence these 

cartographic practices had, if any, on the Greek philosophers. The origins of the concept of the 

planet as a knowable, mappable surface for the ancient Greeks comes from Anaximander 

(610-546 B.C.) from Miletus in modern Turkey. While much of the history of Anaximander’s 

works are murky, with other people’s work likely falsely attributed to him, the ancient Greeks 

considered him to be the first to draw a world map (Dilke 134). Details of this map is unknown; 

the first map with known characteristics drawn by ancient Greek philosophers was created by 

Hecataeus of Miletus, who lived around 500 B.C. The study of the “known world” in the form of 

maps developed with time. A scholar of note is Eratosthenes (275-194 B.C.) from Cyrene, a 

Greek city in Africa, who calculated the circumference of the Earth with precision (Dilke 

154-157). This established the ability for Greek geographers and cartographers to measure the 

known world in accurate distances in proportion to the known circumference of the planet, 

setting the stage for geographers such as Ptolemy to hone the craft.  

The actual geography represented in Ptolemy’s world map extends out from a center in 

the Eastern Mediterranean in all directions. Western Europe is relatively well displayed, but 

neither North nor Eastern Europe are shown accurately; North Africa is shown, but nothing south 

of the Sahara; the Eastern Mediterranean, Near East, the Caucuses, the Black Sea, the Arabian 

peninsula, Persia, and East Africa in modern Ethiopia and Somalia are well mapped; India, 

Central Asia, and Southeast Asia are present but with little detail (Ptolemy Plut.28.49 

manuscript). In a literal sense, this is the geographic setting of the study. However, that would 

understate the objective of the scholarship of geography in the Classical, Hellenic, and Roman 
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era Greek world. Since the first map of Hecataeus, Greek explorers learned more of the world 

and, as such, world maps expanded in scope and accuracy as more landmasses were accurately 

portrayed (Dilke 149-150). Scholars like Crates of Mallos (ca. 150 B.C.) used globes to display 

the known and theorized world. In the case of Crates’ globe, the known world was portrayed, as 

understood, as only a small fraction of the total Earth surface, and was not presented such that it 

occupied the entire map space (Dilke 162-164). Thus prior to Ptolemy, accuracy in presenting 

the known world, both by the addition of land as it became known to the Greeks and in 

mathematical precision, developed as a science. The concept of the known world and the planet 

was thus constructed as a mix of theoretical geography and advanced exploration. 

Review of Relevant Research/Case Studies 

Semiotics 

The first step in our research was to identify the modern frameworks of semiotics that 

will be helpful for analyzing the semiotics present in versions of Ptolemy’s world map we will be 

collecting. Peirce’s triadic theory of semiotics is a common starting point of carto-semiotic 

analysis as mentioned in the introduction and presents the first narrowing of focus to symbology 

of the relevant maps (Peirce, pg. 1-3). The fundamental element in Peirce’s theory is the sign, 

which Peirce defines as “anything which is so determined by something else, called its Object, 

and so determines an effect upon a person, which effect I call its interpretant, that the later is 

thereby mediately determined by the former” (Charles Peirce, as quoted in Atkin 2013). The 

tripartite sign is thus composed of a sign, object, and interpretant. A key notion is that it appears 

one element of the sign is the sign itself. Atkin specifies that Peirce often uses the term 

sign-vehicle to refer to the element of the sign that specifically gives meaning (Atkin 2013). For 

example, a stop sign is composed of many features, one of which is a white outline around the 
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sign. This element is a part of the sign as a whole, but most people would likely say that the 

redness, the shape, and the word “stop” indicates that one should stop their vehicle rather than 

the white outline. Thus, the sign-vehicle is the key element of the sign that conveys meaning. 

The object is the “real” item being represented. Finally, the interpretant is the meaning that a 

certain sign gives to someone due to the nature and form of the sign-vehicle (Atkin 2013). This 

framework is the basis of semiotics; our analysis will rely on describing and categorizing the key 

sign-vehicles as they exist in the maps of Claudius Ptolemy over time as his maps were 

reconstructed from the 1200s to 1500s AD. Furthermore, the basic definitions of sign 

breakdowns will be given from Peirce’s The Categories Defended. An icon is a “representamen 

which fulfills the function of a representamen by virtue of a character which it possesses in 

itself” (Peirce 163,) which essentially means some quality inherent to the object represented is 

used for the sign. An index is “a representamen which fulfills the function of a representamen by 

virtue of a character which it could not have if its object did not exist” (Peirce 163,) such as a 

thermometer’s mercury level being a sign which represents the characteristic of heat, despite not 

interpreting the sign based on the actual heat of the sign, which would be more akin to an icon. 

Finally, a symbol is “a representamen which fulfills its function regardless of any similarity or 

analogy with its object and equally regardless of any factual connection therewith, but solely and 

simply because it will be interpreted to be a representamen,” (Peirce 163) which in short means it 

is a sign designated as representing an object, and one simply must know that in order to 

interpret it. In order to further delve into the complexities of carto-semiotic analysis the writings 

of Du and Casti are explored to explain our methods of breaking down visual variables present in 

our chosen maps.  
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Du (2003) writes about certain carto-linguistic frameworks for categorizing map elements 

in order to establish a map language. In this process, the author uses semantics to categorize map 

features as to how they represent some form of reality. This semantic process is used for symbols 

as clearly symbolic as a building symbol to as “geographic” as a river. Both these elements are 

broken down into semantic categories that aid in defining their form. This semantic framework is 

most relevant to our research, especially when considering the sign-vehicle. The rest of the 

article discusses the syntax, or map grammar; this deals with how visual features interact with 

one to create meaning another as a language uses grammatical rules for linguistic features (Du 

1521-1522).  

Casti (2000) in their book, Reality as Representation: the semiotics of cartography and 

the generation of meaning, discusses similar ways to analyze maps as semiotic structures. Casti 

also discusses semantics of symbols as ways to break down individual signs into constituent 

parts. Casti describes a map as “a semiotic field within which designators, along with other signs, 

offer themselves in the form of signs-as-vehicles to the interpreter” (Casti, 38). This baseline 

definition of a map is key to our study. It establishes the baseline reason for us studying 

semiotics of a map through time, which is that the form and structure of symbols on a map are 

meaningful and convey information to the reader beyond literal geographic or topological 

relations between features. Casti suggests that denominative surrogates (figures, colors, etc.) 

“serve to organise the world of experience into ordered knowledge” (Casti, 39). These surrogates 

are the fundamental building blocks by which a cartographer constructs signs and conveys 

meaning. Casti’s book examines the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of Venetian territorial 

maps to understand the way the denominative surrogates are used to build meaning. Their 

framework on semantics is especially useful to this project.  
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Contextual Information 

In addition to relevant theories of carto-semiotics the culture and contemporary 

cartography as well as relevant narrative sources should be examined for any period we pull 

maps from as these will be relevant to our final analysis(Papadopoulos, pg 1). Any map is 

heavily influenced by the culture of the makers, but when examining maps from an era with not 

many remaining map objects, Papadopoulos chooses to draw on other research and summaries of 

the period to inform his interpretations. The primary source of contextual information we will be 

drawing from is The History of Cartography: Volume One, which includes many relevant 

chapters written by O.A. Dilke on Roman culture and cartography, as well as one written by 

David Woodward focused on a subset of medieval maps which we find to be of note for our 

analysis. The first chapter of note is a detailed examination of Ptolemy’s work chronologically 

which provides insights into how his world map came to be and other related research and maps 

he worked on (Dilke, 177-200). The following chapter discusses the impact of Etruscan culture 

and science on Roman mapmaking and the two main categories of Roman maps, Geographical 

and Cadastral, are established (Dilke, 201-211). The next relevant information is related to both 

semiotics and the culture of the late Roman cartographers. Artistic mediums of Roman 

cartography are discussed, as well as some of the cartographic visual variables often deployed by 

Roman cartographers (Dilke, 234-257). The final O.A. Dilke chapter of note is a description of 

the Eastern Roman Empire’s rediscovery of Ptolemy in the 1200s and the influence of Christian 

thought on medieval mapping (Dilke, 258-275). Finally, Woodward’s chapter on medieval 

mappaemundi, which, during the 13th and 14th centuries, are understood to have meant 

generically any map of the world, is very important in providing not only context and 

explanation of how the concepts of world maps changed from Roman to Medieval times, but also 
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includes a proposed classification and relevant comparisons and symbolisms to search for when 

performing our analysis (Woodward, 286-370).  

A final supplement to our understanding of the composition of the chosen maps will be 

the stylistic analysis of early mapping technology and how it impacted visual style conducted by 

Knoppke-Wetzel, which provides information on differences of woodblock, copperplate, and 

lithographic technologies. These sources of contextual information will inform our 

understanding of any semiotic elements we identify as noteworthy and allow us to interpret 

culturally relevant semiotic elements to a better degree. 

 

 

Methods 

A key requirement for our project is procuring quality images of the maps studied. There 

are a variety of sources for old manuscripts, and unfortunately few are housed in a single 

database. However, codices and manuscripts have mostly been digitized for Ptolemy maps. 

Sources will include the Newberry Library map collection, the Vatican Library catalogue, the 

British Library, and other major institutions. Digitized copies rely heavily on resolution for 

proper analysis; our precision in breaking down certain visual features depends on the quality of 

the digitization.  

There are a variety of metrics by which we are able to analyze each map with regards to 

semiotics. The first useful approach in breaking down a sign follows Du 2003, who uses matter, 

appearance, size, function, and social class as semantic features (Du 2003). Matter is the material 

represented, such as water, soil, stone, etc. Usually, the sign will represent material to some 

degree, but may be absent from sign. Appearance is the general morphology of the sign, for 
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example if it looks flowing, natural, or the dimensionality of it. Size is relatively 

self-explanatory; size measures if the sign is large, medium-sized, or small. This can best be 

understood in relation to other signs. Function refers to the implied use of the object. For a 

modern example, a highway implies and symbolizes transportation, a building some form of 

inhabitancy. Finally, Du uses social class to refer to the political, economic, and cultural classes 

referenced or highlighted by the sign (Du 2003). The first three are relatively straightforward. 

However, the last two will likely require more cultural background to understand. For example, a 

cross representing the holy center of Christendom requires knowledge of social classes that 

would value the holy center(s) of Christianity (Casti 2000). Du’s categorization of semantic 

features seem useful for breaking down a mix of the physical elements of a sign and the cultural 

elements. When looking to interpret differences between maps, the cultural features are 

important. While historical context would be required to understand specific features for cultural 

relevance, Du’s framework is a good way to catalogue features of potential cultural relevance 

and allow us to track changes or continuities across maps.  

Degree of figuration, the second framework useful for semiotic analysis that will be 

described comes from Casti 2000. Casti describes degree of figuration as a metric for semiotic 

analysis. Figuration is defined as the degree to which a depiction is given in abstract form. The 

two poles of this metric are figurative drawings, or ones that reproduce reality in analogical 

form, and geometrical drawings, or abstract rendition of the object. Respectively, this is a scale 

between more abstract and more realistic. Casti does not give these poles as a quantifiable 

metric; they are up to the interpretation of the analyzer. It assumes a baseline “realism” of the 

object which is deviated from by the sign-maker, but “realism” could be culturally dependent for 

certain features. Ultimately, though, it seems generally a useful approach, as the degrees of 
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realism or abstraction of certain signs could conceivably change depending on symbol 

importance. Casti uses five metrics for differentiation of figuration: shape, size, orientation, 

intensity, and color. Shape is the degree of maintenance of the real form of the object. Size 

relates more to relative sizes, or whether or not certain symbols are larger than other symbols in a 

way that does not reflect the “real” size of the objects. For example, a church sign being larger 

on the map than a city size may indicate some importance of church on the map. Orientation is a 

possible way to differentiate objects in terms of the way they are directed. Intensity is the size of 

the lines that make up a sign feature, and relates to size in terms of how it highlights the relative 

importance of a sign. Finally, color is simply the degree to which the color used to represent an 

object reflects the real color (Casti 2000). These metrics overlap slightly with Du’s semantic 

features, but focus more on the specific form of the sign than connected meanings or 

symbolizations. 

After analyzing each sign for these qualities, we will assign it to be an icon, index, 

symbol, or some mixture of them. This last category is to recognize that Peirce’s writings do not 

claim clear-cut categories and recognize there is much variety among each. Therefore, if a sign is 

difficult to define, we will elect to describe the various elements that make us uncertain with the 

hope of explaining the nuance. We, however, will not use all of Peirce’s sub-categories to avoid 

confusion. When all these data are collected, we will analyze our data on a few metrics. First, we 

will look at how the data differ from mappamundi in our Ptolemy maps, looking for signs that 

may be of different sign-categories, of different counts, or of different prominence on the map. 

We will then do the same for each Ptolemy map chronologically to assess changes over time. 
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Results and Analysis 

I. Ptolemy World Maps 

Below we will present our findings from our collection of medieval Ptolemaic world 

maps and provide analysis of trends, patterns, and key differences between maps and across 

time. Given the generally similar way geographic features were handled, we will start with an 

overview of these. Within each section, we will present changes in features chronologically 

when possible. 

Geographic Features - Rivers, Oceans, Lakes, and Mountains 

 
Left: Urbinas Graecus 82 (11th Century); Right: Geographia Universalis Vetus et Nova (16th Century) 

 
Wilton Codex (circa 1480) 
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Rivers tend to be portrayed in a highly stylized manner. The results for all but one 

(Wilton Codex) do not portray rivers in much detail and in much abundance. For all but the 

Wilton Codex, the number of rivers per map ranges from 22 to 45. This seems to be relatively 

small for the entire world, indicating a choice to generally refrain from showing all but the most 

important rivers. This pattern is consistent across time. We do know that it was possible to add 

more rivers with more rivers as seen in the Wilton Codex, however given that this is only one 

map at one time, it is hard to draw patterns from this. The general course of each river is 

portrayed; however, the actual twists and bends that constitute a river path are usually substituted 

for a simple wavy pattern. This is most visible in the non-Wilton maps, but exists in the Wilton 

Codex as well. Despite the non-exact pattern, the waviness iconicizes the river, and allows a 

reader to understand without prior knowledge of the geographic phenomenon at that location. 

For this reason, we call the river signs in the world maps icons. As seen with later water bodies, 

color adds a symbolic element but ultimately does not cause us to consider them symbols. Water 

is blue in all maps besides the Wilton Codex, despite few rivers being truly blue. This will be 

discussed later. 

Oceans are relatively straightforward. For most, oceans are represented with a smooth 

blue fill. There is little difference to note between maps except for the Wilton and Geographia 

Universalis maps, both of which are more stylized. In the Wilton, the ocean is purple, but 

otherwise the same solid fill. In the Geographia Universalis, wave patterns are added, which 

furthers the iconization of the ocean. We have decided to call most of the oceans as shown in 

most of the world maps icons. The ocean in these maps are primarily recognizable due to their 

color and size. We believe size is a stronger indicator than color, as seen in the Wilton Codex. 

While Homer referred to the ocean as “wine-dark” in his works (Schiller 2019), purple is 
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generally not the color used to represent water in most of these maps. However, for someone 

with an understanding of Eurasian geography, the purple is easily recognizable as ocean given its 

size. It is plausible this may not be the case if one were to not know Eurasian geography, as that 

person might rely on a familiar color to indicate the ocean, but we are assuming a primarily 

European audience for these manuscripts at the time they were created. It is possible that those 

with access to Ptolemy at this time would be familiar with Homer. Ultimately, however, we 

decided that icon fits best, as it seems most intuitive to us that one would recognize the ocean is 

where no land features (such as mountains, rivers, cities, etc.) exist and that color recognition 

aids this interpretation. The most iconic ocean is in the Geographia Universalis, where oceans 

have waves added across them, which portrays the ocean as not just as a negative-space, but uses 

a positive-space sign to represent the object, and thus, an icon. 

Finally for these aquatic signs, lakes appear relatively rarely and heavily stylized such 

that we call them icons. Like most water here, lakes are blue. Otherwise, they are simply round 

circles of blue except for rivers attached to them, which breaks the circle. This is standardized 

across Ptolemy maps. While stylized, we think this is iconic as it preserves some genuine 

features of a lake, that is, it appears as a small body of water. The number of lakes does not vary 

much either and is relatively small compared to the reality of Eurasian and African lakes. 

We recognize that the color is symbolizing; few if any water bodies presented here are 

actually blue, which indicates some level of symbolization and abstraction from the original 

color. The shape and size, thus, truly iconizes these bodies, as if you accept the symbology of 

blue water. Recognition of a lake as distinct from a river or ocean due to shape and size which, 

despite being stylized, generally represents a real feature of the water body. Color aids in 

determining which features are water features, but ultimately does not determine if a sign 
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represents a specific water body. In this manner, color complicates the icon designation, but we 

feel ultimately does not cause the signs to be symbols.  

Mountains 

 

Himalayas in Urb.Gr.82 and Plutei 28.49 
Himalayas in Burney and Wilton 
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Spain in the Burney Map, The Caucuses in the Wilton Codex 

 
The Zagros Mountains in Iran, and others, in Geographia Universalis 

 
The final geographic sign we will discuss are the mountains. Above are the signs for the 

mountains in four of the maps specifically from the Himalayas region. These signs were 

consistent in each map. For the earliest of the four, perhaps due to a thinner line used, there are 

more abundant map signs, but they occupy less space individually. However, as we move to the 

Burney map, mountains are non-existent except for a select few locations, such as the Pyrenese 

in Spain. However, mountains are essentially missing from this map except for this case and for 

the Alps. What all three of these maps share in their mountains is a symbol representing them; no 

clearly distinct mountain feature is discernible without the aid of labels or prior knowledge of 

mountain locations. The sign is in the form of a thick line, and is consistently applied for 

mountains, though it differs per map the exact color or thickness. Of note is the lack of color 
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consistency, as mountains are presented as green, orange, and brown across the four maps. For 

the Wilton Codex, mountains are still mostly symbols but verge on iconization, as seen in the 

Caucuses example. In this case, there is some shading and patterning which gives a sort of 

elevated texture to the mountain features. Though subtle, this gives the impression of being 

raised above the rest of the map, which hints at representing mountains by their elevation. 

However, we still consider these more symbolic as this is subtle and not a clear icon of a 

mountain. The one true icon used to represent mountains is in Geographia Universalis, where the 

sign looks clearly like mountains. 

Cultural Signs - The Winds 

 
NW, SW, and NE Winds in Urb.Gr.82 

 
NW, SE, and NE Winds in Plutei 28.49 
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NW, S, and NE Winds in Burney MS 111 

 
Representative Wind in Wilton Codex and Geographia Universalis (little variation between Winds) 

 
The Winds are an intersection between a cultural and geographic feature. Wind exists as 

real geographic phenomena; however, wind is represented in a culturally specific manner, that is, 

as the anthropomorphic representations stemming from ancient Greek and Roman sources, as 

seen above. In all the maps, all 12 traditional winds are shown. In the first three maps, each wind 

is represented by certain physical traits seen in the people from that region of the world. For 

example, all winds south of the equator are dark-skinned (either black, blue, or purple) where the 

northern winds are light-skinned. Clothing is also used to differentiate, with Eastern winds 

having some sort of tuft or feather on their hat as opposed to hat-less or non-tufted hatted 

European winds. As we reach the latest two maps, the Winds are no longer locationally distinct, 

and instead are uniformly blue (Wilton) or light-skinned (Geographia Universalis). Of particular 

note in the progression of these representations is that the size and prominence on the map-face 

of the wind signs increased with each progression in time (see Supplemental Info -- Ptolemy 
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Maps for relative scales). In the Urb.Gr.82 map, our earliest, the Winds are small heads that 

appear very marginally on the map face. By the Burney MS 111 map, the Winds are both torsos 

and heads, and occupy a high position on the visual hierarchy such that a simple glance at the 

map picks up on them relatively quickly. In Geographia Universalis, they are even more 

prominent. We decide to label these representations as symbols. While gusts of air are emitted 

from their mouths or tubes, these representations are highly culturally specific and rely on a 

shared cultural context (anthropomorphic wind) to convey meaning, with the air gusts a smaller 

conveyor of meaning. 

While in-depth research into these different styles of presenting the Winds is not in the 

purview of this research, we note the significance of the Winds in the presentation of the world. 

Barbara Obrist, in their article “Wind Diagrams and Medieval Cosmology,” details the long 

history of portraying Winds in diagrams and maps. They posit that 12th and 13th century 

cosmographers theorized the Winds as servants of the Divine Spirit. They describe the Winds as 

intermediaries between the Earthly and the Heavenly and as close agents of the Divine, even so 

far as being associated with angels. Under this view, the Winds were tasked with important 

functions by the Divine Spirit itself (Obrist 1997). Thus, while to us the Winds are interesting 

illustrations, their increased prominence and illustration could have religious overtones as well. 

However, the sign usage for their representation does not exhibit religiosity to us as modern 

readers, and thus any association with religion and cosmological order is highly symbolic, or 

possibly an index as the signs could signify the existence of a divinity not present in the 

sign-vehicle.  

Cultural Signs - Zodiac 
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Select Zodiac Signs in Urb.Gr.82, Plutei 28.49, and Burney MS111 

 
In the first three maps, the signs for the Zodiac were placed in the bottom right corner. 

These are a mix between icons and symbols of astronomical phenomena and are relatively 

codified in color, shape, and size across the maps. This mix between icon and symbol is due to 

the fact that the representations map to a physical arrangement of stars as seen from the Northern 

Hemisphere, and thus use an element of the original object’s essence to convey meaning. 

However, they are symbolic in that they are representing a real object of stars with non-star 

formations, usually animals. Some versions are more vibrant than others, but that could easily be 

due to preservation and original material rather than a specific choice to de-emphasize them. 

They do not appear in the Wilton or Geographia Universalis maps.  

What is left unclear 
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Shaded regions in Burney MS 111 and Urb.Gr.82 (esp Sahara) 

 
What is left unclear to us in the Ptolemy world maps are the shaded regions here. In the 

Burney MS 111, blue colors the Sahara and the Lower Danube regions. One is a desert, the other 

not. Therefore, it is difficult to understand why both are colored blue. Similarly, the dark brown 

shadings in the same map do not have a clear pattern. Some of it may be due to the material and 

preservation, but it is simply unknown to us and therefore not able to be examined more closely. 

Similar for the dark green shadings in the Urb.Gr.82. Those could represent broader mountainous 

areas, but that is largely guesswork. What is of note here is that we modern observers cannot 

understand what these signs mean; that is to say, whatever phenomena may be represented here 

is not easily understood because, for whatever reason, these signs have not been carried down 

from the medieval period, unlike the Winds or Zodiac. 

 

II. Ptolemy Regional Maps 

In each Ptolemy copy or derivation, the regional maps use the signs of the world map for 

geographic features. As such, we will not discuss rivers, mountains, oceans, etc in regional maps 

unless there is a difference. Instead, we focus our discussion on the signs unique to regional 
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maps. We did not analyze each regional map individually, instead doing a survey of all of them 

and a more in-depth count and analysis of one of them, with notes for any honorable mentions.  

Settlements - How maps represented human habitation 

 
Castles from across Spain in Urb.Gr.82 

 
Castles in Syria in Plutei 28.49 

 

 
Jerusalem (leftmost) and other castles in Burney MS 111 Syria, Castle in Italy (rightmost) with sign inside 

 
Cluster of cities around Rome in Wilton Codex (left) and Geographia Universalis (right) 
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In the first three maps, castles are the sign used to denote settlements. These are clear 

icons as they use a stylized version of real castles to display settlements. They vary in size from 

the smaller sized ones, which are the majority and which have no additional features. Larger, 

more important sites are denoted with larger castles with three or four towers rising from the 

walls. It is interesting to note the use of castles, as they were symbols of aristocratic power; 

non-aristocrats might live and work in castles, but they primarily served as defensive locations 

for a military-nobility. A cartographer could have chosen a church or a village for each 

settlement, among others, and thus we must note the castle as an interesting sign used to convey 

meaning. Unique to the Burney MS 111 map is a specific highlighting of Jerusalem (Ιερον) using 

blue markers. This blue is distinct from lakes on the map and surrounds Jerusalem, which likely 

indicates to us that the cartographer is noting that city. The Burney MS 111 is the only of our 

Ptolemy maps to add highlights to Jerusalem. As seen later in the discussion of mappamundi, 

this tends to differ from contemporary mappamundi which emphasize Jerusalem and other 

religious sites with unique and/or large signs. 

Another key to note is the signs within the castle icons. These are curious signs which we 

cannot identify. These are especially prominent in the Urb.Gr.82 and Plutei 28.49 maps, but do 

exist in some regions of the Burney MS 111. We chose Spain for Urb.Gr.82 in case the signs 

represented differences between Christian and Muslim territories; however, we did not find any 

association with signs and religion, as areas controlled by Muslims had sign-clusters that existed 

in areas controlled by Christians. There are also many of these signs, more than religions known 

to us. As mentioned, signs repeat, with one regional map having the same sign-assemblage as 

other regions, with no obvious pattern as to their meaning. We therefore cannot determine any 

semiological classification for them, as we do not have enough context. As with the shaded 
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regions of the world maps, we note these as unidentifiable and, therefore, of interest. We do not 

know why these signs are unidentifiable to us despite being incredibly widespread on these 

maps, so further research into these signs specifically could yield interesting results. 

Harley MS 3686 

 
The Adriatic Sea in Harley MS 3686 (Fig 9) 

 
Harley MS 3686 (Figure 9) is unique among our collection. In this regional map of Italy, 

which is representative of other remaining regional maps, no settlements are represented. In fact, 

very few land features are given, for example the entire Apennine mountain range being reduced 

to a one sign in one small part of Italy. Unlike other Ptolemy maps, emphasis is placed on 

islands, with them being shaded a deep red that stands out to the eye. No world map exists for 

this manuscript and many of the regional maps are lost, which hinders our ability to draw 

conclusions about the entire manuscript. The manuscript notes in the British Library database 

regard it as a mix of Ptolemy, mappamundi, and Venetian portolan charts. It also is noted as 

being of potential Venetian origin. This could explain the relevance of the islands, as portolan 

charts were nautical maps aimed at detailing coastlines. Important for boats is knowing where 
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islands exist. The red color of islands may be a symbol for importance, as it draws the eye. 

Research into portolan charts would be needed in order to better understand the 

sign-assemblages of this manuscript.  

Other Features unique to Regional Maps 

 
Tribe/People Names in Wilton in peach (left) and Geographia Universalis in black 

 
Sign visible in deserts in Plutei 28.49 
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Top - Cultural and Religious illustrations in Geographia Universalis (left - Punic Wars, right - Noah’s Ark) 

Bottom - Mount Etna illustration in Sicily 

 
“People and Cities of Italy” Table 

 
In both the Wilton Codex and Geographia Universalis, names of tribes or peoples from 

antiquity are placed on the map where those peoples lived. We know these are ancient peoples as 

some groups, like the Samnites in South-Central Italy, were conquered by the Roman Republic 
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and were not a distinct people-group after the dissolution of the Western Empire. Therefore, their 

inclusion, along with others, indicates to us that these are ancient names. One limitation of our 

study is the lack of Greek-readers. It may be that these labels are present in the earlier maps, but 

since they are all in Greek, we are unable to tell. Similar tables are included in Ptolemy’s 

writings but there are no clear indicators to us for these existing on the map-face itself. Included 

in the Geographia Universalis, vetus et nova regional maps are tables containing lists of peoples 

followed by cities in which those people reside. These tables were not present in the Greek 

Ptolemy copies. It is unclear where this data was derived from, as, to our knowledge, 

people-groups were not in the original listings Ptolemy wrote. He is known to have written 

listings of cities and their distances. Generally, we consider text a symbol, following Peirce, as 

words a pure abstraction with no similarity in form to the object represented.  

A peculiar sign observed in Plutei 28.49 occurs in the desert. As seen above, it is a 

singular thick dot surrounded by rings of smaller dots. We are uncertain of its meaning, as all 

labels are in Greek. Future research would benefit from the ability to read Greek, as the name of 

the location could be helpful for determining the sign meaning. Due to our uncertainty we do not 

assign a semiological category. It possibly is a physical feature associated with the desert, but 

that is speculation.  

Finally, we have illustrations in the regional maps of Geographia Universalis, vetus et 

nova. These are icons that come in three types: Classical/Historical references, Biblical 

references, and geographic features. They are icons because they physically resemble the object 

they represent and convey meaning through this. For example, Mount Etna is a highly active 

volcano, and its representation erupting indicates this significance. Also above is Noah’s Ark and 

the Punic Wars. These add narrative and myth to Ptolemaic maps in a way not seen in any of our 
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other examples. These fit the overall style of Geographia Universalis, which has consistently 

emphasized illustrative beauty over precise geographic portrayals. 

 
 

III. Medieval Mappamundi 

In addition to medieval recreations of Ptolemy’s maps we have studied mappamundi that 

exhibit Ptolemaic and non-Ptolemaic influence and evaluated them based on the same criteria 

and categories as the above examples. We have found that even in mappamundi not drawing on 

Ptolemaic influences have similar ways of depicting geographic features such as mountains, 

rivers, and lakes as described above with a few exceptions. 

Geographic Features - Rivers, Oceans, Lakes, and Mountains 

 
Left - A.C.S.P H 31 Rivers  

Right - Reg Lat 548 Vesconte’s Rivers 
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Left - Hereford Mappamundi’s Rivers 

Right - Pal Lat 1362 Rivers 
Rivers in the studied mappamundi all followed a pattern of primarily using abstracted 

flows from depicted mountains towards lakes or the sea. Most did not have any spatial 

correlation to an immediately identifiable river, but a notable exception was depictions of the 

Nile River which usually had a realistic path drawn for the length of the river. 

Oceans are once again relatively simple. They were primarily recognizable from the 

surrounding geographic features and had simple fills of blue or green. Lakes were sparse and 

usually included either a simple fill or wavy pattern as shown below in the A.C.SP. H 31 image. 

The Red Sea was filled with a red color in any map that had it depicted as well. 
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Left - Mountains of Mappamundi Cicensis 

Right - Mountains of A.C.S.P H 31. 

 
Pal Lat 1362 

 
Mountains in the examined maps vary from generalized mountain ranges to locations of 

specific peaks, but many fall into the category of symbols. Without prior knowledge of locations 

or ranges it would be difficult to identify what is being represented in many cases, and as shown 

above there are very different approaches to the coloring and patterning of the symbols. One 

notable exception is the complete lack of mountain depictions on the Hereford Mappamundi, 
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likely due to this map being the least influenced by Ptolemy and depicting the world very 

differently than our other studied maps. Another exception is Pal Lat 1362 and A.C.S.P.H. 31 

which depicts mountains which are icons noticeably as a stylized base to what we identify as a 

symbol likely depicting a connection to the East. This example includes a more apparent example 

of the use of shape, linework, and shading/texture to make the icon and symbol suggest relief. 

Settlements 

 
Castles from the Hereford Mappamundi 

 
Simple and Complex Settlement Signs from Pal Lat 1362 
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Settlement Depictions from Mappamundi Cicensis 

 
Very Simple and Relatively Rare Castle Signs from A.C.S.P H 31 

 
Depictions of Castles from Reg Lat 548 

 
A large difference between the studied mappamundi and the Ptolemy world maps is the 

inclusion of settlements at this larger scale. They follow many of the same patterns as the 

settlements included in the Ptolemy regional maps but have many specific locations marked in 

more complex ways. Interestingly these locations do not seem to be marked differently based on 

political or cultural differences in area, but rather due to cultural or religious significance. 

Unfortunately many of the intricacies of these depictions were not something we could decipher, 

but even the larger differences and similarities hold significant information. 

Unique Features of Mappamundi 
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Depictions of Jerusalem 
Left - Hereford Mappamundi 

Right - Pal Lat 1362 

 
Simpler Depictions of Jerusalem 

Left - A.C.S.P H 31 
Middle - Reg Lat 548 

Right - Mappamundi Cicensis 
 

As noted in the earlier description of settlements in regional Ptolemy maps there was a 

preference for the marking of Jerusalem due to its religious significance in many medieval maps. 

Unlike the studied regional maps this pattern is upheld in the mappamundi included in our 

research. Every map has a clear marking of Jerusalem, the complexity of which varies based on 

the type of representation used to depict settlements on each map. 

 
Depictions of Mount Sinai 

Left - Mappamundi Cicensis 
Middle - Pal Lat 1362 
Right - Reg Lat 548 
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Also of note is the depiction of what we identify as an icon of Mount Sinai nearby 

Jerusalem in many of the mappamundi, shown by a depiction of a holy building on top of a 

mountain. 

Another noteworthy feature of three of the mappamundi surveyed is the orientation of the 

map. Two included are oriented with south at the top, Pal Lat 1362 and the Mappamundi 

Cicensis, while Reg Lat 548 is oriented such that east is at the top of the map. Notably there were 

not any other features in these maps which seemed to correlate with the changed orientation as 

most features were categorized similarly. 

 
Crescent Moon over Mountain 

Left - Pal Lat 1362 
Right - Mappamundi Cicensis 

 

The final element of note is included above and found on two maps which leads us to 

identify them as likely influenced by Middle East cartography. In our research of the symbol of a 

crescent moon over a mountain located in northern Africa we learned that this symbol was used 

by Ptolemy and other Greek and Roman cartographers to note the supposed location of the 

Mountains of the Moon, the legendary source of the Nile River. This location was also notably 

taken at face value by Late Arab geographers, which leads to our categorization of these maps 

(Ehrenberg 2006). 
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Unclear Signs of Mappamundi 

 
Figures of Unknown Significance 

Left - Pal Lat 1362 
Right - Mappamundi Cicensis 

 
Two Unidentified Icons - Mappamundi Cicensis 

 
There are some signs that we were unable to determine the importance or meaning of. 

These included figures in specific locations which clearly have meaning, but which we do not 

have the context and knowledge required to infer. Included above are a few examples of specific 
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signs which we deemed of note but were ultimately unable to break down fully. Some of these 

we were able to make educated guesses, but not solidly enough to draw conclusions. 

Cultural Signs - Unique Signs of the Hereford Mappamundi 

The Hereford Mappamundi is a clear example of mappamundi that include many cultural 

and religious elements and are less focused on realistic depictions of the physical world, and as 

such has many signs to discuss, many of which have already been analyzed by the Virtual Mappa 

project. We include in this section some of the relevant signs that relate to differences between 

these and Ptolemaic mappamundi as well as noteworthy elements that remain unknown. 

 

 
Jesus and Angels - Hereford Mappamundi 

 
Included in the margins of the map are various illustrations, the most noticeable and 

recognizable being Jesus accompanied by a group of angels at the top of the page. These 
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illustrations are included alongside various religious quotations according to translations of the 

Hereford Mappamundi by the Virtual Mappa project. 
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Complex Signs of the Hereford Mappamundi 
Top - Mythological Figures 
Bottom - Tower of Babel 

 
The map face itself contains many examples of complex signs that require more context 

to understand correctly. Many mythological figures and locations are depicted in certain 

locations that seem to have cultural significance in terms of the placement. The top image 

included above is just one example of clear cultural signs that are left unclear to us, some of 

which the Virtual Mappa project has been able to provide context to, but which still lack context 

on placement significance. The bottom image included above is an example of signs that the 

Virtual Mappa project has allowed us to understand the significance of. 

 

 
Illustrations of the Hereford Mappamundi 

Top - Cardinal Creatures 
Bottom - Animal Illustration 
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Two additional types of symbols that are left unclear to us are illustrations of animals 

included throughout the map face and creatures displayed at each of the cardinal directions in the 

margins as well as at unknown intervals around the margins. These signs and others like them 

are a large difference in mappamundi of this category as there is a distinct lack of these in 

Ptolemaic mappamundi examined. 

 
 
Discussion and Future Research 

Our results from the six Ptolemy maps and five mappamundi show clear distinctions in 

presentation of signs. The apparent trend is that Ptolemy’s maps and the derivatives copied from 

them had a more methodical, uniform presentation style. Most of the focus of these maps were 

on the physical geography of the known world. The cartographers present this in their omission 

of settlements compared to the mappamundi; whereas the entire world is  cluttered with 

settlements in mappamundi, Ptolemaic maps reserve settlements for regional maps, and instead 

present the world by its physical composition first and foremost. This differs somewhat from the 

mappamundi, which overall place emphasis on human geography. Where they present physical 

geography, they used signs similar to Ptolemy, especially for mountains. One challenge in this 

project is the potential for Ptolemaic influence to exist in mappamundi created after Ptolemy’s 

introduction into Europe. This, however, does not diminish this research, as we seek to know 

whether there was overlap of sign use. We can see that signs for mountains were used similarly, 

but what we do not know is whether Ptolemy-copiers used signs from mappamundi in their 

copies or if cartographers making mappamundi used different signs pre-Ptolemy. Also 

significant to differentiate Ptolemaic maps from mappamundi is the orientation, which is 
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north-top on our Ptolemy maps and varies greatly in the mappamundi, with two north-top, two 

south-top, and one east-top oriented. 

Where Ptolemy maps represent human geography, it is uniform and non-illustrative. 

Human geography is represented in regional maps by use of icons in most Ptolemy maps, though 

this begins to change in later maps. Settlements are iconic representations of castles, which were 

the dominant secular, aristocratic architectural structures of medieval Europe. These represent 

places regardless of whether a castle was the dominant feature of the city; for example, Rome is 

presented as a castle despite being the center of the Catholic church and the holder of many 

ancient ruins. Differentiation of cities and towns came not through different icons, but different 

sizes. In the example of Rome, the city is differentiated from surrounding smaller villages by use 

of a larger castle with multiple towers, whereas other castles were smaller and flatter. This 

pattern was uniform across all regional maps, and indicates a uniform, methodical presentation 

of human geography that is interested in the presentation of where humans live as opposed to 

telling stories about places through the map. This presentation is dominated by aristocratic 

imagery of human settlements in most Ptolemy copies, though one omits castles and instead uses 

dots, and another omits them or villages. This depiction is also broadly secular, with only one 

instance of a prominent Jerusalem or other holy site. How Ptolemaic maps depict human 

geography is a key deviation from mappamundi, which most often depict settlements by some 

variety of signs, such as castles, churches, towers, and other architectural features. They also 

often place mythological figures in places associated with a specific story, which furthers a 

narrative and descriptive presentation of human geography. Whereas Ptolemaic regional maps 

give more numerous settlements than mappamundi, these tell us where people live and little else, 

whereas mappamundi present indicators to describe a place’s characteristics more thoroughly. 
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The fact that humans exist only in Ptolemy’s regional maps presents a view that there is a 

knowable world geography, the world map, in which humans reside. This differs greatly from 

mappamundi where the world map is the human map. Humans, in this case, and their narratives 

dominate the landscape rather than the other way around.  

The Medieval period of European history was one where religion dominated much of 

society, with the Catholic Church being an influential institution centered in Rome. Despite this, 

the interpretations of Ptolemy’s maps did not feature much, if any, Christian imagery in the 

manuscripts we examined. The flattening of human settlements to secular castles and the lack of 

narrative illustrations such as a prominent Jerusalem or little additions such as Noah’s Ark in 

Armenia was starkly contrasted by the mappamundi. The mappamundi tended to represent a 

religious society in some way, whether that be through illustrations of religious scene, the 

inclusion of church icons, or the centering of Jerusalem as the center of the map. When Rome or 

Jerusalem are shown as larger castle icons, there is never a religious significance added, such as 

church depictions. They look the same as any other major city. This secular nature of Ptolemaic 

maps is representative of a clear trend we noticed; Ptolemy maps had a clear focus, that is, to 

present an accurate geography of where the land, rivers, mountains, and people lived. Little 

attention was given to telling a narrative about the landscape, other than major cities being 

slightly larger. This same basic suite of signs, possibly due to copying, were used in the Ptolemy 

maps over time. However, even Ptolemy maps not copied from a clear origin displayed a similar 

social levelling and secularity in their portrayal of the human landscape, indicating to us a clear 

sense of purpose in showing an accurate presentation of the known world and avoiding a 

narrative.  
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The final main pattern observed in Ptolemaic maps is increasing emphasis of illustration 

over time. While mentioned that Ptolemaic maps did not include illustrations to the same degree 

as mappamundi, in our extant Ptolemy maps this lessens over time. The earliest Ptolemy copy 

we have includes small illustrations of the Winds as anthropomorphic beings, something not seen 

in our mappamundi. With each successive Ptolemy map, the anthropomorphic Winds become 

more prominent. In our last Ptolemaic map, the Geographia universalis, vetus et nova, the Winds 

are prominent and mythological illustrations are added throughout the regional maps. This is 

paired with a decreased emphasis on detail, as seen in earlier Ptolemaics, substituted for more 

narrative. However, we do not draw strong conclusions from these non-Wind illustrations 

because we only had one example of this, and it may not be indicative of a broader trend. 

To speculate, the Ptolemaic style would likely create a sense of place much different 

from mappamundi. It seems to us to de-emphasize Christianity as the dominant perspective in 

favor of human beings as whole. That is not to say mappamundi exclude non-Christian regions 

of the world, and in fact they depict the known world without clear discrimination, but an 

emphasis on Christendom is still apparent. The secular nature of Ptolemaic maps is best 

reflected, in our opinion, in the portrayal of settlements. The lack of narrative illustration puts the 

focus of each regional map as presenting where humans exist without telling how they exist. 

Humans and their settlements are not interpreted much for a map reader, who instead is able to 

understand how humans vary through space. The human story is not directly coupled with a 

Christian narrative. This is also intuitive given the nature of the source material; Ptolemy lived 

well before Christianity was a dominant religion and in a time where the dominant force was the 

secular force of the Roman Empire. This is not to say the human geography presented in the 

Geography tells no narrative. The regional maps are focused on Roman provinces and thus 
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reflect the perspective of the Roman Empire. Humans are thus presented as how they were 

organized by Roman rule. How the Roman boundaries affected these Medieval cartographers or 

readers in their sense of place is unknown to us, and more research into Medieval conceptions of 

the Roman Empire could illuminate this. It is interesting to us how the copiers, translators, and 

cartographers of the Medieval era appear to have kept faithful to the secular design despite their 

context, but we do not know if people from this era would interpret this mostly secular 

presentation of the world as strange. 

For future research, there are a few avenues that would benefit from more targeted study. 

To better understand our existing Ptolemy maps, future research must address three topics. First, 

Greek must be read by a researcher to translate relevant labels. A problem we ran into was that 

confusion over certain signs might have been cleared up if we could read Greek, as the text 

might have described the sign. This might have been the case for the small signs within castles in 

the early Ptolemy regionals. Given that some mappamundi were also seemingly of Arabic origin 

that would also be a useful language for analysis as well. The second topic is on those signs 

themselves. It would be beneficial to understand what, if anything, those signs mean and if they 

exist elsewhere in ancient or medieval art, as that could shed light into what the significance of 

their inclusion is to the sense of place generated in Ptolemy copies. Finally, an in-depth study of 

the genealogy of each map could help interpretation; to understand changes in sign use over 

time, it would be helpful to flesh out chronology better than just the likely date of publication. 

For example, discovering whether the Wilton Codex was copied or derived from a known map 

would help understand certain choices in sign-use. Also, more authorship and intent information 

would help with this. 
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Aside from our current map selection, future research would benefit from more maps and 

more in-depth study of certain maps. This specifically relates to the mappamundi, where, for 

example, we could have benefitted from in-depth study of the Hereford map as opposed to our 

more surface-reading of it. It would also be important to try and find older maps to analyze signs 

before Ptolemy’s introduction into Europe. Regarding Ptolemy, it would be interesting to track 

later Ptolemaic maps. Our selection focused on the earliest copies, generally. However, as seen 

in the Wilton Codex and Geographia Universalis, as time progressed more versions and 

variations, as opposed to exact copies, were made. This could be interesting to study, as it may 

shed more light into whether or not increasing levels of illustration became a trend with 

Ptolemaic maps. Finally, a study of Arabic Ptolemy-influenced maps would be beneficial. To our 

ability, we were not able to find any Ptolemy copies from the Arab-speaking world, but rather 

only maps inspired by Ptolemy. These would be interesting to study to see if these derivations 

affected Ptolemy copies or Ptolemy derivations in Europe. Ability to read Arabic would be 

essential to this. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we combined the basics of Peirce’s semiotic frameworks and existing 

carto-semiotic literature to analyze how the signs used in the earliest manuscripts of one of 

European geography’s most important Medieval rediscoveries created a sense of place distinct in 

the European cartographic map context. We also investigated how these suites of signs might 

have changed over time as they were introduced and copied. We did so through a rigorous 

analysis of signs in six Ptolemy manuscripts and compared these sign-assemblages to those of 

five Medieval mappamundi from the same time period. The data collected here exhibit the ability 
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signs used in a map have to shape the perception of place in the world; Ptolemy’s maps, unlike 

their mappamundi counterparts, exhibited a secular world that had precise physical geographies 

accentuated and given importance. The maps deemphasize religious narratives in favor of 

geographical accuracy and thus present a geographic world that can be studied for its own merits 

rather than as a vehicle for other studies. Humans are not excluded from this conception of the 

world, but instead exist within the knowable geographic space rather than dominate it. Future 

research on the matter can highlight, however, how Ptolemy maps change as they become more 

dominant, as our later Ptolemy maps show more illustrative and narrative elements, but the scope 

of our study prohibits drawing clear trends from these. Future research also could investigate 

some of the signs undecipherable to us, especially by researchers who can read Greek.  
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Ptolemy World Maps 

 
Figure 1 - Urbinas Graecus 82 - 11th Century - Vatican Libraries (https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Urb.gr.82) 

 
 

 

https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Urb.gr.82
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Figure 2 - Plutei 28.49 - 14th Century - Biblioteca Medicea 
(http://mss.bmlonline.it/s.aspx?Id=AWOHzmXNI1A4r7GxMCPT&c=Ptolemaei%20Geographica%20narratio#/oro/

206) 

Figure 3 - Burney MS 111 - 1375-1425 - The British Library 
(http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=burney_ms_111_fs001r) 

 
 

http://mss.bmlonline.it/s.aspx?Id=AWOHzmXNI1A4r7GxMCPT&c=Ptolemaei%20Geographica%20narratio#/oro/206
http://mss.bmlonline.it/s.aspx?Id=AWOHzmXNI1A4r7GxMCPT&c=Ptolemaei%20Geographica%20narratio#/oro/206
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=burney_ms_111_fs001r
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Figure 4 - Wilton Codex - circa 1480 - The Huntington Library, USA 

(https://dpg.lib.berkeley.edu/webdb/dsheh/heh_brf?Description=&CallNumber=HM+1092) 
 

https://dpg.lib.berkeley.edu/webdb/dsheh/heh_brf?Description=&CallNumber=HM+1092
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Figure 5 - Geographia Universalis, vetus et nova - circa 1540 - The Newberry Library 

(https://archive.org/details/baskes_g1005_1540/page/n9/mode/2up) 
 
 

 
  

https://archive.org/details/baskes_g1005_1540/page/n9/mode/2up
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Ptolemy Regional Maps 
 

 
Figure 6 - Urb.Gr.82 -- Spain 
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Figure 7 - Plutei 28.49 -- Syria 
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Figure 8 - Burney MS 111 -- Syria 
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Figure 9 - Harley MS 3686 - 1425-1450 - The British Library 

(http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=4348&CollID=8&NStart=3686) 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=4348&CollID=8&NStart=3686
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Figure 10 - Geographia universalis, vetus et nova -- Italy 
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Figure 11 - Wilton Codex -- Italy 
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Mappamundi 

 
Figure 12 - Hereford Mappamundi - circa 1300 - Hereford Cathedral 

(https://sims2.digitalmappa.org/36) 

https://sims2.digitalmappa.org/36
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Figure 13 - Mappamundi Cicensis - circa 1470 - Zeitzer Weltkarte 

(https://archive.thulb.uni-jena.de/korax/rsc/viewer/Korax_derivate_00002024/Ptolemaeus-048.tif) 

https://archive.thulb.uni-jena.de/korax/rsc/viewer/Korax_derivate_00002024/Ptolemaeus-048.tif
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Figure 14 - Arch Cap S Pietro H 31 - 1410-1438 - Vatican Libraries 

(https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Arch.Cap.S.Pietro.H.31/0020) 

https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Arch.Cap.S.Pietro.H.31/0020
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Figure 15 - Reg Lat 548 - Vesconte 1310-1330 - Vatican Libraries 

(https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Reg.lat.548/0286) 

https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Reg.lat.548/0286
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Figure 16 - Pal Lat 1362 pt. B - Andreas Walsperger 1362 - Vatican Libraries 

(https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Pal.lat.1362.pt.B) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Pal.lat.1362.pt.B
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Appendix - Sign Data Tables 

Urb.Gr.82 
World 

Notes:  
● The winds are tiny heads, no torso. They appear less pronounced in this version than others. 
● The best examples of this are in the Sahara and S.+NE Mesopotamia. It also exists in the Caucuses and somewhat in the Alps. It does 

not cover all the Himalayas but does touch modern Pakistan/Afghanistan and where China is roughly situated. Some of these green 
areas seem mountainous, but clearly these do not represent mountains, as the entire Sahara is shaded. I cannot find analogues to this in 
other maps.  

Regional (Spain) 
 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Rivers 
Abstract - 
Wavy Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 45 Icon 

Ocean Realistic Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 5 Icon 

Mountains 

Abstract - 
Color, 
Shapeless 

Small (for 
mountains) Normal Bold Green Geographic Map Face 27 Symbol 

Winds 

Abstract - 
Floating 
Heads Small Normal Normal 

Mostly 
Colorless Cultural Margins 9 Symbol 

Lakes 

Abstract - 
Small 
Circles Small Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 8 Icon 

Zodiac 
Abstract - 
Zodiac Signs Normal Normal Normal 

Mostly 
Colorless, 
Mix of Reds 
and Blues Cultural Margins 12 Symbol 

Green Shade 

Abstract - 
Just shaded 
regions Normal Normal Light Green ? Map Face 10 Symbol 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

River 

Realistic - 
Relatively 
detailed path 
of the river 
course 

Large - 
rivers are 
pretty thick Normal Bold Blue Geographic Map Face 30 Icon 

Castle 
(normal) 

Realistic - 
Castle 

Large - 
dominant on 
landscape Normal Normal Beige 

Cultural - 
Aristocratic Map Face ~200 Icon 

http://doi.org/10.1353/ems.2011.0004
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Notes: 
● To note mostly is the relative detail and number of rivers in these regional maps. There seems to be an emphasis on riverways, and it 

shows in their prominence 
● There are many, so many that I could not count effectively. Based on estimates it must be about 200 range, enough to completely 

dominate the map. There is actually little information given besides rivers and castles. 
● Mountains are pretty minor in this map. While Spain isn't especially mountainous, there are more mountains in Spain than you can tell 

from this map. This bears out in other regional maps. 
● General Notes: As stated, the map is dominated by cities and rivers. There are some castles that are unique and important, and they are 

larger and have some towers atop them. But they do not jump out all too much, so it mostly comes up when you're already zoomed in 
looking at other castles. In fact, there are so many castles on the map that sometimes there is almost no space between them, and it 
gives the impression that there is no terrain, just a field of tightly packed castles. There also are no apparent cultural distinguishers 
between Moorish Spain and Christian Spain despite the map's creation in the 11th century, when the Moors still have a significant 
dominance over Southern Spain. 

Plutei 28.49 
 

Mountain 
Abstract - 
Blocky Normal Normal Light Beige Geographic Map Face 6 Symbol 

Ocean Realistic Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

River 
(general) 

Abstract - 
Wavy Normal Normal Bold Blue Geographic Map Face 24 Icon 

River 
(Upper Nile) 

Realistic - 
Real Route Normal Normal Bold Blue Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 

River 
(Lower 
Danube) 

Realistic - 
Real Route Normal Normal Bold Blue Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 

Winds 

Abstract - 
Anthropomo
rphic Normal Normal Normal None Cultural Margins 6 Mix 

Ocean 

Abstract - 
Deep Blue 
color Normal Normal Bold Blue Geographic Map Face 6 Icon 

Grid 

Realistic - 
(mostly) 
even grid Normal Normal Light Red-Orange Mathematic Map Face 1 Symbol 

Orange 
Lines - 
Probably 
Mountains? 

Abstract - 
Unsure what 
it represents Normal Normal Bold Red-Orange 

Unknown - 
Geographic? Map Face 58 Symbol 

Zodiac Signs 

Abstract - 
Various 
figures Normal 

Varied, 
inconsistent 
orientation. 
Many face 
away from 
map, others 
in normal 
map 
orientation, 
and many 
are flipped 
upside-down Normal 

Varied - 
Oranges for 
clothes, 
Shaded 
Black for fill 
on animals, 
peach-skin 
color for 
humans Cultural Margins 10-12 

Mix - ex: 
Scorpio sign 
physically 
represents a 
scorpion 
which is 
accurate to 
the literal 
meaning of 
the zodiac 
sign...but 
that is 
nowhere 
near the full 
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Notes: 
● There is a mix of features among the anthropomorphized winds. The ones in the North-East are vaguely East Asian in appearance, 

wear a mushroom-cap style hat with feathers blowing through a tube, and appear only from the waist-up. Might be Mongolian? They 
float atop something, but it is unclear what. The South-East wind is purely black-ink and also is blowing through some tube. The rest 
of its features are difficult to ascertain due to damage. The two South-Western winds are incredibly damaged, with no features visible 
except for a bluish/purplish-black or pure black color. The North-West winds are also shown from waist-up blowing into tubes. They 
look European with no color fill (background color is whitish) and figures have boxy hats. The upper-north wind has a red hat and red 
coloring around the waist. 

● Bold lines that resemble gridlines but do not follow grid. I am unable to detect any discernable pattern from them. After looking at the 
Wilton Codex Ptolemy, these lines are in locations where mountain ranges are placed in the other Ptolemy. So these are likely 
mountains, but VERY symbolized to a point where even me as a geographer who knows the mountain ranges of this area was not 
comfortable calling them mountains even though it was my original hunch.  -- post: Mountains confirmed, but very Symbolized 

● Group of figures that appear to be representations of the Zodiac signs. A few are damaged but there clearly is a woman with scales 
(Libra), a scorpion (Scorpio), a bull (Taurus), a ram (Aries), a goat (Capricorn), a person with two heads (Gemini), a woman (Virgo), 
and a cherub with a bow (Sagittarius). Presumably there are symbols for Pisces and Aquarius in the damaged space. 

Regional (Syria) 
 

Notes: 
● Castles likely used for both cities and actual fortresses. No distinction seems to be made as to whether the location is a settlement is 

primarily for dwellings or for defense. 
● These are similar to the smaller castle features, but have three noticeable spires/towers rising from the ends of the castle and in the 

middle. Each castle is larger than the other normal ones. As the other sign of castles, there is no determination whether this area is 
populous or not, as the sign still is a castle.  

● Refer to entire region on Eastern Mediterranean Shore to inland as "Cvρία" or "Syria" 
● Roughly every castle has a small sign in it. They do not seem to vary by geography much, though they tend to cluster in groups of 

castles. A few exist outside of castles.  
● No clear sign for Jerusalem. Without reading Greek labels or knowing the geography of an area it is unable to be found. 
● Single bold dot surrounded by 6 smaller dots. Appear most in less populated, more desert-like areas. Unknown the function. Since 

they are in deserts mostly, could they represent an oasis?  

meaning. 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol 

Settlement 
Abstract - 
Castle Small Normal Normal Orange Aristocratic Map Face 140 Icon 

Prominent 
Settlement 

Abstract - 
Castle 

Medium/Lar
ge Normal Normal Orange Aristocratic Map Face 13 Icon 

Region Title 
Realistic - 
Syria Large Normal Normal Black N.A. Map Face 1 Symbol 

Various 
Signs within 
Castles 

Abstract - 
No 
Decipherabl
e 
Connection Small Normal Bold Orange N.A. Map Face 153 Symbol 

Jerusalem 
Abstract - 
Castle N.A. Normal Normal Orange Aristocratic Map Face 1 Icon 

Dot Circle 
Abstract - 
Unknown Normal Normal Normal Beige N.A. Map Face 3 Symbol? 

Mountain 

Abstract - 
Smooth 
Polygon Normal Normal Normal Beige Geographic Map Face 3 Symbol 

River 
Abstract - 
Wavy Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 11 Icon 

Lake 
Abstract - 
Circular Small Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 3 Icon 
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● I will call these mountains symbols because the only real way to tell they are mountains is by knowing the geography beforehand. 
They are just smooth, beige features with no physical indicators. 

Burney MS 111 
 

Notes:  
● Mix of ethnicities, with dark-skinned people in the South, European-looking people in the North-West, and East Asian looking people 

in the North-East. Interestingly, The Northern winds are all white-skinned and only differentiated in appearance by clothing, not skin 
or face features. 
 

Regional (Syria) 
 

Notes: 
● There is a lot of blue surrounding a castle around Jerusalem. It is hard to tell if the sign is associated with the Ιερον label which I 

believe is for Jerusalem (Hieron, from Hieronopolis, or Holy City). It is hard to tell if these are lakes or features of the castle icon. 
However, since there are no significant lakes where this sign is, it seems likely to me that the blue is attached to the castle. It also 
seems most likely that the Ιερον label is the correct label (despite the clutter) and thus I think this is a highlighted Jerusalem.  

● Note: Generally, the regional maps are relatively chaotically placed in the document. 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Ocean Realistic Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 7 Icon 

Rivers 
Abstract - 
straight Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 22 Icon 

Mountains 

Abstract - 
barely there, 
mostly just a 
brown 
smudge Small Normal Normal Brown Geographic Map Face 2 Symbol 

Land 

Realistic but 
patches of 
color at 
random Normal Normal Normal Beige Geographic Map Face 3 Icon 

Winds 

Abstract - 
Anthropomo
rphic Normal Normal Normal 

Multi - 
mostly 
beige, blue, 
red, and 
purple/black Cultural Margins 12 Symbol 

Zodiac Abstract Normal Normal Normal Red, black Cultural Margins 12 Symbol 

Color 
Patches 

Abstract - 
unknown 
why colored Normal Normal Normal 

Blue, Beige, 
Brown Unknown Map Face 21 Symbol 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Ocean 
Abstract - 
White? Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 

Castles Realistic Normal Normal Light Pale Brown Aristocratic Map Face ~120 Icon 
Rivers Realistic Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 12 Icon 

Mountains Abstract Normal Normal Normal Brown Geographic Map Face 9 Symbol 
Borders Realistic Normal Normal Light Pale Yellow Cultural Map Face 1 Symbol 

Lakes 
Abstract - 
circular Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 3 Icon 
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Harley MS 3686  
Regional (Italy) 
 

Notes: 
● Only one mountain. There is some indication of the Alps as dotted lines, but looks very different from the one mountain indicated in 

central Italy. 
● Unsure if this red line is the Alps or the outline of Italy. But it could be either. It doesn't look like mountains but it is in the right spot, 

plus there are no other real mountain signs to compare except for that one in the middle. 
● Middle-realistic rivers that are high on visual hierarchy. Given the blankness of the rest of the map, they stand out. 
● A few major lakes, but not prominent. 
● Ocean seems more visible due to the white, near blank land surface. 
● Coastlines are much more detailed than other Ptolemy maps 
● No cities on this map 
● Non-major islands are prominent on this map. They are filled red-orange completely and stand out as a consequence. This, it is my 

speculation, is due to the proliferation of Venetian, Pisan, and Genoese maritime trade in the 15th century. This is a late map. Those 
islands were often important outposts for fleets and maritime republics often lay claim to them. While this map does not attribute any 
islands to particular republics, their emphasized presence and focus on detailed coastlines indicidates to me that maritime routes are 
much more the focus of this map. This trend exists outside of Italy as well, with coastlines being well defined compared to other 
Ptolemy maps, but internals of the land having little focus (no cities, limited mountains). Islands feature in non-Italian maps as well. 

● Note: In the Spanish Regional Map, the cartographer indicated the "regnum granati" or Kingdom of Granada. This is the last Moorish 
outpost in Spain (in terms of Moorish government). It is unique in that other maps have no indications of people (such as cities) let 
alone entire kingdoms. It is colored Beige and indicated by hard borders, as if it is blocked off from the rest of the map, as the rest of 
the land is white (except for mountains). Other regions of Spain are blocked off in different ways than original Ptolemy maps, such as 
Castille and Portugal, but it is not necessarily associated with a specific kingdom like the "regnum granati" 

● Note: There appears to be a cross on some Greek islands like Rhodes, which was a stronghold of the Knights Hospitaller (I believe).  

Wilton Codex 
 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Mountain 

Abstract - 
not 
representativ
e of a 
mountain 
range, looks 
like a 
singular 
mountain Very Small Normal Normal Beige Geographic Map Face 1 Symbol 

Alps 
Abstract - 
dotted line Small Normal Light Red Geographic Map Face 1 Symbol 

Rivers 
Abstract - 
wavy Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 11 Icon 

Lakes 

Abstract - 
rounded/styl
ized Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 4 Icon 

Ocean Realistic Normal Normal Normal Blue-Green Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 

Coastline Realistic Normal Normal Bold 
Blue with 
Beige Shade Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 

Cities NA NA NA NA NA Cultural NA 0 N.A. 
Islands Realistic Normal Normal Bold Red-Orange Geographic Map Face ~50 Icon 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 
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Notes: 
● Winds appear as older men but only are floating heads. No color distinctions, they are all blue. None appear to have different facial 

features due to location, either. 
● Unable to determine they are mountains truly. A little more clear than Plutei map as they are often labelled, but without knowing 

where mountain ranges are and without knowing what mountain ranges are named, cannot tell they are mountains. 
● Most are unnamed but some are. They are not drawn to scale, as some islands off the coast of Egypt are nearly as large as the island of 

Rhodes which, to my knowledge, is not the case. It seems most of these seem to represent very tiny land masses that exist just at shore 
as opposed to actually prominent island features. 

● Just noting the emphasis on ocean labels in gold and in large, bold script 
● Just noting the smaller, less emphasized land labels. Maybe just due to spacing as the sea is larger on map face. Count is a rough 

estimate as many are either obscured. Many also run into other labels in a cluttered manner. Sometimes I counted these clusters as one 
label, other times as multiple depending, but it was hard to tell. 

● These labels seem to be of geographic regions, such as "Ethiopia under Egypt" as opposed to just "Ethiopia". What is curious is that 
these labels are all in Italian, despite all other labels being Latin. For the previous example, it is "Ethiopia sotto Egyto" as opposed to 
the Latin "Ethiopia sub Aegypto". This is consistent among all other of these blue labels. 

Regional (Italy) 
 

Ocean Realistic Normal Normal Bold Purple Geographic Map Face 7 Icon 

Rivers 
Abstract - 
Wavy Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 140 Icon 

Lakes 

Abstract - 
Very 
Circular Normal Noral Bold Purple Geographic Map Face 12 Icon 

Winds 

Abstract - 
Anthropomo
rphic Large Normal Normal Blue Cultural Margins 11 Mix 

Mountains 

Abstract - 
Wavy, 
Dotted Fill Normal Normal Normal 

Beige with 
dot fill Geographic Map Face 70 Symbol 

Islands 

Abstract - 
Often 
clusters of 
land-dots 
without clear 
topography Small Normal Normal Beige Geographic Map Face 78 Icon 

Sea Labels  Large Normal Bold Gold Typographic Map Face 18 Symbol 

Land Labels  
Small/Norm
al Normal 

Normal/Ligh
t Black Typographic Map Face 125 Symbol 

Italian 
Labels  Large Normal Bold Blue Typographic Map Face 6 Symbol 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Count Location 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Ocean Realistic Normal Normal Bold Purple Geographic 1 Map Face Icon 

River 

Abstract - 
Mostly 
Wavy Normal Normal Normal Purple Geographic 35 Map Face Icon 

Mountains 

Abstract/Rea
listic - Sort 
of 
mountain-es
que in color, 
but visually 
it is mostly Large Normal Normal 

Beige/Light 
Brown Geographic 3 Map Face Mix 
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Notes: 
● Can tell mountains sort of by the shading, which indicates height. Also, the labels make it clear if you are aware of local geographies. 

If you didn't know mountain ranges in a region, I think you would be able to tell these are mountains, but it is a little less clear than 
rivers.  

● Count is a rough guess on settlements - there are many dots and it was easy to lose count. The main point is that cities are very well 
pronounced on the map. 

● Interesting feature of this map is that all the regional maps contain names of local tribes from the Classical era. These are *not* names 
of ethnic groups in the 1400s. For example, in the Southern Apennines straight north of Neapolis the "Samnites" label is placed. This 
is the area where the Samnites lived, only the Samnites were conquered by the Roman Republic by the 2nd century BC and were never 
a cohesive political/cultural unit after the dissolution of the Roman Empire. It makes sense for Ptolemy to include them given his 
temporal proximity to them, but it is interesting that the re-creators in Europe decided to include them.  

Geographia universalis, vetus et nova 
 

just a 
smooth 
color. Some 
shading 
indicates 
height. 

Settlements 
Abstract - 
Dots Normal Normal Bold Gold Cultural 150 Map Face Symbol 

Tribe/People 
Label 

Abstract - 
Text Small Normal Light Pink Cultural 58 Map Face Symbol 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Winds 

Abstract - 
Anthropomo
rphic Large Normal Bold 

White-skinn
ed, 
light-brown 
to blonde 
hair Cultural Margins 12 Symbol 

Mountains 
Realistic - 
Iconic Large Normal Bold Brown Geographic Map Face 29 Icon 

Rivers 
Abstract - 
Wavy Normal Normal 

Normal - 
Light Blue Geographic Map Face 22 Icon 

Lakes 
Abstract - 
Circular Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 8 Icon 

Grid 

Abstract - 
Grids aren't 
real Normal Normal Normal Black 

Geographic/
Cultural Map Face 1 Symbol 

Ocean 
Realistic - 
waves Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 8 Icon 

Red Sea 

Abstract - 
Water is 
portrayed as 
red Normal Normal Normal Red Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 

Continents 

Mix - if 
define 
Continents 
as 
Geographic 
Truths, then 
Real. If 
define as Normal Normal Normal 

Europe - 
Green; Asia 
- Red; 
Africa - 
Yellow; 
Islands have 
various 
colors, such 

Geographic/
Cultural Map Face 3 Icon 
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Notes: 
● Very prominent winds here. They are on the margins of the map but stand out on the visual hierarchy as near the top. Unlike older 

Ptolemy maps, all the winds are white and European-looking. Previous maps had non-white and non-European figures for the winds 
(such as Mongolian or Chinese appearing figures for the East, Sub-Saharan Africans for SW Winds, etc.).  

● Prominent, look like mountains (mountains) 
● Relatively muted relative to mountains, appear more as garnish (rivers) 
● Numbered lat/longs with Equator and Tropics 
● Normal ocean but have wave details that are pretty and iconic 
● This is similar to mappamundi representation of the Red Sea 
● Very clear delineations of continents compared to other Ptolemy maps. Not different from Classical continent breakdown, but 

significant in the prominence.  
Regional (Italy and some others) 
 

Notes: 
● Towns are stylized as a small collection of buildings with some churches. Unlike other Ptolemy maps, there are no castles. Urban 

centers only. May relate to increasing urbanization/bourgeois nature of European society in the 16th century. 
● Realistic looking mountain ranges with stylized mountains 
● Only one in Italy, but most maps have a couple of geographic details, such as a volcano or a forest or whatnot, that are specifically 

drawn out. No other Ptolemy maps have forests, for example. These are heavily stylized and do not represent all the forest-cover in a 
region, but do generally signify that forest exists. 

● Similar to above. Most maps have at least one highly cultural or mythical feature. For example, for Sardinia et Sicilia, there is a 
depiction of the Punic War with a Roman and Carthaginian warship fighting. Others include Noah's Ark in Armenia and Delphinus 
near Italy. These are a mix of cultural (i.e. random boats with no clear meaning but nice little signifiers of sailing or the cultural 
history of Roman history), Classical myth (like Delphinus), and Christian myth (like Noah's Ark) 

cultural 
segmentatio
n of the 
world, then 
Abstract 

as Red Great 
Britain and 
Green Sri 
Lanka 

Sign Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Towns Realistic Normal Normal Normal Mixture 
Cultural/Urb
an Map Face 50 Icon 

Mountains Realistic Normal Normal Normal Brown Geographic Map Face 8 Icon 

Rivers 
Abstract - 
wavy Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 33 Icon 

Ocean Realistic Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 2 Icon 
Lakes Realistic Normal Normal Normal Blue Geographic Map Face 3 Icon 
Geographic/
Natural 
Details Realistic Large Normal Normal Various Geographic Map Face 1 Icon 
Cultural 
Details Abstract Large Normal Normal Various 

Cultural/Myt
hical Map Face 1 Mix 

List of 
Peoples + 
Peoples on 
Map + List 
of Cities Abstract Normal Normal Normal Black Cultural Map Face 

2 tables, 
many labels Symbol 

Town Dots 
in Africa Abstract Normal Normal Normal Yellow/Gold Cultural Map Face 

Many, one 
per town Symbol 

Roads? Abstract? Normal Normal Normal 
Black, 
Dotted Lines Cultural Map Face 10 Symbol 
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● Each regional map has a list of cities and peoples in that region. These are all city names and peoples that existed during the 
Roman/Classical Period and do not reflect the reality of contemporary Europe 

● Each town has a dot in it. Atop these dots are the little buildings to represent the city. However, in Northern Africa in particular, there 
are no drawings of towns in most regions. The city is only represented in the dot. Again, the dot is in every town in every region, but 
curiously the town is not drawn for these regions. Specifically, Western North Africa has villages, Central N Africa and Egypt do not. 
There also are just fewer towns depicted in general as you move East from the Levant. 

● There are dotted lines that connect different parts of different regions. They don't really look like roads, but they also don't seem to 
divide regions into sub-regions either. Really unsure about this. 

 

Hereford Mappamundi 
 

● Mythical figures and animals are scattered throughout 
● Cardinal creatures also appear at seemingly random points around the circumference as well 

 

Reg Lat 548 
 

Symbol Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Jerusalem 
Detailed 
Circle Medium Centered Medium Black Religious 

Map Face 
Center 1 Icon 

Tower of 
Babel 

Abstract(To
wer) Medium Normal Medium Black Religious Map Face 1 Icon 

City 
Abstract(C
astle) Relative Normal Thin Black Geographic Map Face 120 Icon 

Animals Realistic Large Normal Thin Black Cultural Map Face 10 Symbol 

Jesus Abstract Normal Normal Thin Black Religious Margins 1 Icon 

Angels Abstract Normal Normal Thin Black Religious Margins 4 Icon 

River 
Abstract(Si
mple) Normal Normal Thick Blue Geographic Map Face 20 Icon 

Mythical 
Figures Abstract Normal Normal Thin Black Cultural Map Face 10 Icon 

Red Sea Realistic Normal Normal Medium Red Geographic Map Face 1 Symbol 

Cardinal 
Creatures Abstract Normal Normal Thin Black Cultural Margins 4 Icon 

Symbol Shape Size 
Orientatio
n Intensity Color Class Location Count 

Icon or 
Symbol? 

Mountain Abstract Relative Normal Thick Green Geographic Map Face 39 Symbol 

River(Sim
ple) Abstract Normal Normal Thin Blue Geographic Map Face 35 Icon 

River(Spe
cific) Realistic Normal Normal Thin Blue Geographic Map Face 4 Symbol 

North Star 
Abstract(Comm
on) Normal Normal Medium Plain Cultural Margins 1 Icon 

Red Sea Realistic Normal Normal Thin Blue Geographic Map Face 1 Symbol 

Towns Abstract(Castle) Relative Normal Thin Black Aristocratic Map Face 45 Icon 

Red Mark 
Abstract(Rectan
gle) Relative Normal Medium Red 

Cultural/Geo
graphic Map Face 1 Icon 

Jerusalem Abstract(Cross) Normal Normal Thin Red Religious Map Face 1 Icon 

Medina(?) Abstract(Holy Normal Normal Thin Black Cultural/Relig Map Face 1 Icon 
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● Map includes a grid formed by 9 lines spreading from a series of points around the circumference. Cardinal points and 3 in-between 
points each 

● Map is oriented with east as the top 
 
 

Pal Lat 1362 

● Many cities have religious iconography as well 
● Map is oriented with south as the top 

 

Arch Cap S Pietro H 31 
 

Building) ious 

Pyramid(?
) 

Abstract(Triangl
e) Normal Normal Thin Black 

Geographic/
Cultural Map Face 1 Symbol 

Symbol Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Red Sea Realistic Normal Normal Thick Red Geographic Map Face 1 Symbol 

River(Simpl
e) Abstract Normal Normal Thin Blue Geographic Map Face 47 Icon 

City 
Abstract(D
ot) Normal Normal Thin Red Geographic Map Face 100 Icon 

City 
Abstract(D
ot) Normal Normal Thin Black Geographic Map Face 25 Icon 

Major City 
Abstract(C
astle) Relative Normal Thin Black Aristocratic Map Face 20 Icon 

China(?) 
Abstract(Cit
y) Very Large Normal Thick Black/Red Aristocratic Map Face 1 Icon 

Russian 
Man(?) 

Abstract(M
an) Medium Normal Thin Black Cultural Map Face 1 Icon 

Jerusalem 
Abstract(Cit
y) Medium Normal Thin Black Cultural Map Face 1 Icon 

Rome 
Abstract(Cit
y) Medium Normal Thin Black Cultural Map Face 1 Icon 

Cairo 
Abstract(Cit
y) Medium Normal Thin Black Cultural Map Face 1 Icon 

Symbol Shape Size Orientation Intensity Color Class Location Count 
Icon or 
Symbol? 

Mountain 
Realistic(Trian
gle) Relative Normal Thick 

Brown/Gol
d 

Geographi
c Map Face 84 Symbol 

Rivers(Gener
al) 

Abstract(Wiggl
es) Normal Normal Medium Black 

Geographi
c Map Face 149 Icon 

Rivers(Specif
ic) Realistic Normal Normal Medium Black 

Geographi
c Map Face 1 Symbol 

Lakes 
Abstract(Ellips
e) Normal Normal Medium Blue 

Geographi
c Map Face 28 Icon 

Red Sea Realistic Normal Normal Medium 
Red 
Shaded 

Geographi
c Map Face 1 Icon 

Britain Realistic Normal Normal Medium 
Blue 
Shaded 

Geographi
c Map Face 1 Icon 
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Mappamundi Cicensis 
 

● Men in hats is likely depicting Russia or China 
● Map is oriented with south as the top 

Cities 
Abstract(Castle
) Small Normal Thin Gold Aristocratic Map Face 5 Icon 

Cities 
Abstract(Castle
) Small Normal Thin Red Aristocratic Map Face 5 Icon 

Sea Abstract(Wavy) Normal Normal Medium Blue 
Geographi
c Map Face 1 Icon 

Random 
Shading 

Abstract(Recta
ngle) Relative Normal Variable Red 

Geographi
c Map Face 5 Icon 

Symbol Shape Size 
Orientatio
n Intensity Color Class Location Count 

Icon or 
Symbol? 

River 
Abstract(SImple
) Normal Normal Thin 

Blue 
Green Geographic Map Face 40 Icon 

Mountain 
Realistic(SImpl
e) Relative Normal Medium Brown Geographic Map Face 14 Symbol 

Medina 
Abstract(Holy 
Building) Normal Normal Thin Black Religious Map Face 1 Icon 

City Abstract(Circle) Normal Normal Medium Red Geographic Map Face 179 Icon 

Jerusalem Abstract(Cross) Normal Normal Medium Red Religious Map Face 1 Icon 

The Ark(?) 
Abstract(Boat 
on Mt) Normal Normal Thin Black Religious Map Face 1 Icon 

Tower Abstract(Tower) Large Normal Thin Black Cultural Map Face 1 Icon 

Symbol on Mt 
Abstract(Cresc
ent Moon) Small Normal Thin Black 

Religious/C
ultural Map Face 1 Icon 

Men in hats over 
cross hatch Abstract Medium Normal Thin 

Black/Re
d Cultural(?) Map Face 1 Icon 


